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Reid-Hillview Airport 100LL Redux
100LL Rhubarb

On July 13, 2022, AOPA President and CEO Mark Baker together with a half-dozen aviation organizations briefed
Congress highlighting GA issues including safety, workforce challenges, hangar shortages and the need for a safe
transition to unleaded fuel.
Then on July 28, the House Oversight and Reform Subcommittee on Environment opened hearings titled, “Toxic
Air: How Leaded Aviation Fuel Is Poisoning America’s Children”. The hearing prompted by Santa Clara County, CA
whose actions banned leaded fuel at its airports. California Congressman, Ro Khanna, (D) Chairman of the
Subcommittee saying, “…will hold a hybrid hearings to examine the health harms associated with leaded aviation fuel
and its impacts on American communities and the environment.”
One group of witnesses, represented Santa Clara County, the owner/operator of Reid-Hillview Airport currently
involved in the rhubarb with the FAA for banning the sale of 100LL last January 1. Others providing testimony was
the CEO of Swift Fuels and the CEO of GAMI both companies involved in the development of unleaded aviation fuel.
A number of other stakeholders gave documents or provided statements for the record on replacement of 100LL.
The FAA who is conducting an investigation on Reid-Hillview Airport was not present apparently because the
investigation is ongoing, and did not provide a written statement.
Since Mark Baker appeared before Congress on July 13, his representative read a statement for the record , stating
in part, “…AOPA and the General Aviation community, including airports, fully support removing lead from aviation
gasoline. However, the transition needs to be done safely. The unfortunate action of Santa Clara County is counter to
that focus. By working together, we can achieve our goal of removing lead from aviation gasoline, ensuring a safe and
smart transition to get us there.”

AVweb
AOPA
AVweb

Avgas
The long struggle of 100LL replacement

In case you missed it, AVweb’s Paul Bertorelli tells it like it is, with illustrations, in this two part series, titled “The
Long, Twisted and Slightly Ridiculous Story of Avgas”. He highlights just how industry inaction and bureaucratic
foot dragging has [all but] killed efforts to eliminate lead from aviation fuel. It has been a decades long struggle to
find a replacement for leaded avgas without success. As Paul explains, there is little to no reason to do so because the
industry has an exemption to continue using lead. Part 1. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9F-WngVMJBQ
In this second part, Paul continues with an excellent and educational overview on leaded fuel in the wider world;
see Veritasium’s excellent video on the topic. Part 2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mvse4Xhzwuk


How to Check the Status of Your Medical
FAA’s Federal Air Surgeon Dr. Susan Northrup

Do you know how to check your current medical application status in MedXPress? FAA’s Federal Air Surgeon Dr.
Susan Northrup demonstrates how in the latest Pilot Minute video here. The video highlights the new “Application
Status” tab in MedXPress that shows information to about 95% of users on their issued medical certificates. “If your
application was deferred to the FAA for a decision, MedXPress will give you details about the status of your case,” Dr.
Northrup explains. If the FAA needs more information, MedXPress will display an Action Required icon. Check the
Help tab on the site for more details. Be sure to check out the complete list of Pilot Minute videos here. 

L3Harris/Air Tractor Team = Sky Warden
Potentially a $3B contract

The U.S. Special Operations Command has selected the AT-802U Sky Warden, made by Air Tractor and L3Harris
Technologies, for its Armed Overwatch program. The indefinite delivery, indefinite quantity contract will be worth up
to $3 billion, L3Harris said the initial program contract award is for $170 million.
The contract is for up to 75-armed Sky Warden aircraft to replace the U-28 Draco, a modified, single-engine Pilatus
PC-12. The Sky Warden will serve in surveillance and reconnaissance missions and provide close air support, for
ground forces. The aircraft is well suited to pressure extremist groups in places like Africa, in which the airspace is
essentially uncontested.
Initial production of the Sky Warden will take place at Air Tractor’s facility in Olney, TX. L3Harris will then
modify those planes into the Armed Overwatch mission configuration at its Tulsa, OK modification center, beginning
in 2023. 
L3Harris
Defensenews.com
thedrive.com/the-war-zone

There is No Business Like Airshow Business!
FAA Safety Briefing Magazine

Who doesn’t love the sights, sounds, and even smells of a good airshow? While they are appealing to many, it’s easy
to overlook all the hard work and planning that goes on behind the curtain to keep these events amazingly entertaining
yet extremely safe. In the article, “There’s No Business Like Airshow Business,” looks at how the FAA works
collaboratively with others and relies upon detailed policy and guidance materials to orchestrate a safe airshow. Be
sure to check out the entire air show themed July/Aug 2022 issue here: https://www.faa.gov/newsroom/faa-safety-briefingmagazine.


AOPA Hangout
For your calendar

The AOPA has revamped aviation fly-ins to bring pilots together.

To better capture the spirit of the events, they are
calling them Hangouts. The first is in September at Felts Field in Spokane, WA. The second for this year will be a
little closer to home at Tampa Executive Airport (KVDF) this coming November 4 and 5. AOPA Hangouts will
offer the ultimate experience for pilots and aviation enthusiasts looking for an adventurous escape back to the
grassroots fun of GA flying. During these two-day informal events, attendees can pitch a tent, participate in
educational seminars, swap stories, and enjoy friendly camaraderie around the campfire.
For more information to go aopa.org/hangout. 

Final Phase of Northeast Route Update Postponed
Built-in headaches for flight crews and ATC

The FAA is postponing implementation of certain changes to the Northeast Corridor Atlantic Coast Routes (NEC
ACR) until spring 2023, when a multi-year initiative to reduce delays and improve efficiencies for traffic to and from
the Florida Metroplex, including more than 150 new or modified routes, will culminate.
The main change of the ACR project is that 150 new or modified routes are replacing the existing high-altitude
route structure. Says OpsGroup, “J Routes are out, new or amended Q and Y Routes are in.” Some amended SIDs and
STARs are included. Also affected are “super high” sector routes—FL400 and above. However, OpsGroup said, “The
full details of the super high sector routes are not yet known.”
There is always a learning curve associated with new or modified routes with crews and ATC. The delay in
activation from published date of nearly six months will likely create added headaches for crews and ATC, as well.
According to the FAA, the transition to performance-based navigation (PBN) decreases the reliance on groundbased navaids. Updates started in 2019 but implementation was delayed due to the pandemic, resulting in the inability
to conduct controller training. 
NBAA
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Aviation History for September
Sept. 1, 1939. Germany invaded Poland, beginning World War II.
Sept. 1, 1974. An SR-71 Blackbird 61-17972, flown by Major James Sullivan and Major Noel F, Widdifield flies from
New York City to London in a world record 1hr 54mn 56sec at an average speed of 1,806.96 mph.
Sept. 2, 1958. The CAA and USAF agree on a program for joint use of 31 long-range Air Defense Command radar
facilities for use in air traffic control at ARTCC facilities. The same radar is still in use today.
Sept. 5, 1931. The first instrument landing by a system incorporating a glide path was made at College Park, MD. The
glide path was achieved by aligning an inclined radio beam with the runway, providing a path approximating the
gliding angle of an airplane
Sept. 5, 1934. Wiley Post, the first pilot to use a successful pressure suit, reached about 40,000 feet over Chicago.
Although this flight did not set a new altitude record, Post demonstrated the future of pressurized flying with this and
later stratospheric operations.
Sept. 8, 1944. The German fires V-2, rockets the world’s first ballistic missile, used in combat. Two strike Paris; two
more launched against London.
Sept. 9. 1969. Allegheny Airlines Flight 853, a DC-9, collides in flight with a Piper PA-28 Cherokee and crashes near
Fairland, Indiana, killing all 83 occupants aboard the two aircraft.
Sept. 10, 1944. The first airplane designed in World War II exclusively to carry cargo, the C-82, was successfully testflown at the Fairchild aircraft plant in Hagerstown, MD. Fairchild manufactured 220 C-82’s for the Air Force before
discontinuing production in 1948.
Sept. 10, 1959. To aid in the control of civil and military air traffic, FAA put into operation in the New York area a
64-code air traffic control radar beacon system, commonly known as secondary radar.
Sept. 12, 1930. The Taylor E-2 Cub made its first flight. This design evolved into the famous Piper Cub. Introduced in
1938, it became one of the world’s most popular general aviation airplanes.
Sept. 15, 1950. CAA and the U.S. Weather Bureau issued a Memorandum of Understanding delineating
responsibilities for aviation weather and communications services carried out cooperatively by the two organizations.
Sept. 15, 1959. FAA adopted new procedures for handling temporary airspace reservations for mass movements of
military aircraft and extended the altitude reservation service to oceanic areas.
Sept. 17, 1940. Adolf Hitler announces that Operation Sea Lion, the German invasion of Great Britain, “has been
postponed indefinitely.” This effectively marks the end of the Battle of Britain, although fighting would continue.
Sept. 18, 1984. Joe Kittinger completes first solo balloon crossing of the Atlantic.
Sept. 20, 1944. The 10,000th Republic P-47 rolls off the assembly line at Farmingdale, NY too much fanfare,
including aviatrix Jackie Cochran, the head of the WASPs, dubbing the aircraft 10 Grand. Ten months later, the 15,000
P-47 would come off the assembly line.
Sept. 21, 1942. Company test pilot Eddie Allen and crew make the first flight of the Boeing XB-29 Superfortress in
Seattle, WA. Designed as a replacement for the B-17 and B-24, the B-29 becomes the ultimate World War II bomber.
Sept. 23, 1949. President Truman announces that the Soviet Union has successfully exploded an atomic bomb.
Sept. 24, 1949. Test pilot Jean “Skip” Ziegler makes the first flight of the North American T-28 Trojan at Inglewood,
CA. While its career as a trainer will be relatively short, the T-28 became an attack aircraft in the early stages of the
US involvement in Vietnam.
Sept. 25, 1978. PSA Flight 182, a Boeing 727, collides with a Cessna 172 over San Diego, CA, all 135 aboard the
airliner, both pilots of the Cessna, and 7 people on the ground are killed.
Sept. 26, 1973. The Concorde makes its first non-stop Atlantic crossing and sets a new speed record in the process. Flying
from Washington D.C. to Paris, France in 3 hours 32 minutes at an average speed of 954mph, the Concorde cut the old
speed record in half.
Sept. 27, 1956. CAA announced the formation of a team of aviation specialists to provide technical assistance and
guidance to Afghanistan in developing a national airways system.
Sept. 29, 1959. A Braniff Lockheed Electra lost a wing and exploded in flight over Buffalo, TX, with the loss of all 34
persons aboard.
Sept. 30, 1949. The Berlin Airlift ends after 15 months. One of the greatest logistical feats in modern history and was
one of the crucial events of the early Cold War. One plane every 45 seconds delivered 2,343,301.5 tons of supplies
carried on 277,264 flights. US planes carried 1,783,826 tons.
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EAA Reports Oshkosh Tally
ICYMI

According to EAA, AirVenture 2022 the world’s largest airshow set an all-time record for attendance this year with
650,000 attendees. An increase of 7% over 2021 and topping the previous record of 642,000 in 2019.
More than 5,000 volunteers worked more than 250,000 hours contributing to the success of the event. The show
also drew 803 commercial exhibitors and featured 1,400 forums, workshops and presentations. More than 10,000
aircraft came to the area for the show, at Oshkosh’s Wittman Regional Airport (OSH). The control tower count was
18,684 aircraft operations between July 21 and 31 handled by 65 controllers along with additional supervisors, ops
managers and Tech Ops keeping equipment going. If you are interested in the FAA ATC operation, click here.
Registered were 3,226 show planes including 1,375 in vintage aircraft parking, 1,156 homebuilt aircraft, 369
warbirds, 137 ultralights, 87 seaplanes, 77 aerobatic aircraft and 25 rotorcraft.
About 40,000 fly-ins and drive-ins occupied more than 12,000 campsites. To report on the events were 797
members of the media and 92 registered from a foreign country.
Except for a line of thunderstorms that rolled through Wittman Regional Airport, Saturday, night July 23, the
weather was excellent all week. Likely contributing to the attendance record. An inspection on Sunday morning,
reveled some minor damage but nothing serious according to Dick Knapinski, Director of Communications.
According to EAA CEO Jack Pelton, planning has already begun for 2023.  EAA.org ATC/EAA/AirVenture

Southwest Airlines
Celebrates first mother/daughter pilot crew

On July 23, 2022, Holly and Keely Petitt piloted their first Southwest flight together, on flight WN3658 from Denver,
where the two are from, to St. Louis, making history for Southwest Airlines. Both Holly and Kelly worked hard
earning certificates and ratings and finally achieved their goal flying with Southwest. In the past, other families have
shared crew duties together, but his past July it was Southwest Airlines that could celebrate their own spin of the story,
highlighting a mother and daughter pilot duo. 
gatechecked.com

Airline Delays and Cancellations
Is there a solution?

According to TRAVEL & LEISURE a total, 128,934 flights were canceled in the U.S. from January to July.
Reuters said, American Airlines, canceled the most flights with more than 19,000 cancellations, followed by
Southwest with more than 17,000 cancellations. Delta had the fewest cancellations with only about 10,000-canceled.
Nearly all the carriers have reduced their schedules.
Finger pointing between the FAA and Airlines for America (A4A) over the delays and cancellations seem to have
gained momentum during August. Transportation Secretary Pete Buttigieg advised airlines to provide lodging for
passengers stranded overnight and meal vouchers for delays caused by the airline of three hours or more. He said,
without improved treatment of delayed passengers, his agency would consider new rules on passenger rights.
Delays in the nation’s Metroplex areas have been there for decades. Caused by adverse weather, volume, or airport
construction. Adverse weather affects an airline system. It scatters airplanes and limits crews due to duty time.
During the past month or so, the FAA has finally said something about being short staffed at some facilities. A
people shortage in ATC can influence service. Short of controllers, the facility must combine positions and reduce
acceptance rate. Controller training can slow an operation, as well.
Acting FAA Administrator Billy Nolen told Reuters in July the FAA was "on track to hire 1,000 controllers this
year." However, ABC News said in August there were 1,500 open controller positions. Rich Santa, who heads the
National Air Traffic Controllers Association (NATCA) said in July the FAA needs to do a better job of ensuring
adequate staffing to oversee national airspace. Santa said, "Unfortunately, FAA staffing is not keeping up with
attrition."
Apparently, the FAA has received 57,956 applications to a recent advertisement for air traffic controllers. If these
numbers are correct, and they may not be, hiring 1,000 controllers to fill 1,500 vacancies does not solve the issue.
Controller training is a long arduous process beginning at the Academy and continuing long after the individual arrives
at a facility. It takes a long time for trainees to qualify as full performance controllers at any facility  Reuters
Washingtonpost.com
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New Database for ADs and SAIBs
Safety Team Notice NOTC2546

Every now and then when things are going smoothly, someone tosses a wrench in the works.

During August, the
FAA’s Regulatory Guidance Library (RGL) decommissioned the database hosting Special Airworthiness Information
Bulletins (SAIB) and Airworthiness Directives: Notices of Proposed Rulemaking (AD NPRM). These documents are
now located on the new Dynamic Regulatory System (DRS). After August 16, 2022, Airworthiness Directives (AD)
– including Emergency ADs and ADs Biweekly – are only on DRS.
If you work with ADs, obviously you must be familiar with the new system. However, current users with a
subscription to AD and EAD alerts according to the agency, “may still receive notifications about ADs and EADs,”
New subscribers must use the FAA GovDelivery Service. The agency will continue to provide mailed copies of the
AD Biweekly, since it is a paid subscription overseen by the Government Printing Office.
FAA has asked us to please use the DRS Help & Training page for tutorials and help on how to locate this
information. There is also a place to leave feedback. 
DRS.FAA.gov

From the Flight Deck:
Complex Airfield Geometry

Biweekly FAA Safety Briefing.

Every flight is different. Airfield conditions and pilot perspective are always
changing. One of those conditions, if you are not aware and well prepared, can lead to runway incursions or worse, an
accident.
The FAA identified seven airfield geometry configurations that most frequently lead to pilot challenges resulting in
runway incursion, and developed videos on these challenges. This series of seven short videos on Complex Airfield
Geometry is part of the FAA's From the Flight Deck video series. From the Flight Deck uses, aircraft mounted
cameras to capture runway and taxiway footage and combines them with diagrams and visual graphics to clearly
identify hot spots and other safety-sensitive items.
Learn more at faa.gov/go/FromTheFlightDeck or see the youtube playlist here. 
FAA.gov

Use of Weather Information in 57 Seconds
Today's pilots enjoy an abundance of weather information sources, but having weather information available is only
part of the weather decision-making equation. Knowing how to acquire, interpret, and make operational decisions
based on weather information is essential to safe flying. Do not miss this case history: 57 Seconds with Phil Dixon
Also, check out this month’s FlySafe topic, which covers how to make the most of your weather resources
when planning a flight and FlySafe. https://medium.com/faa/use-of-weather-information-a16cc1d4c003. 

Utah Air Ambulance Pilot
Refused to fly due to weather

In August, OSHA ordered Metro Aviation to reinstate a Utah based air ambulance pilot who twice refused to fly over
concerns about limited visibility. The Department of Labor ordered the company to pay the pilot $171K in back pay
and $17K in damages. An FAA study found two prevalent factors that determined EMS helicopter accident fatality:
visibility/darkness and pilot decision making/judgment.
The OSHA order followed the filing of a whistleblower complaint that alleged Metro caused the pilot to “resign,
retire, or be involuntarily separated from the company” following the two refusals that took place on August. 10, 2021.
OSHA found Metro in violation of the Wendell H. Ford Aviation and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR-21),
which contains protections for employees “who refuse to perform work assignments when they reasonably believe
these assignments would cause them to violate aviation safety regulations.”
The company has 30 days appeal.  U.S.DoL.gov

FAA releases revised Risk Management Handbook
In a long-awaited move, the FAA in late June released its revised Risk Management Handbook (FAA-H-8083-2A).
The RMH is primarily oriented toward GA pilots, but is applicable to other endeavors including aviation maintenance.
Check it out: Risk Management Handbook faa.gov 
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Atlas Air
Acquired by Apollo Global et el

Atlas Air the world’s largest operator of Boeing 747 aircraft announced Apollo Global Management is acquiring the
company for $5.2B. The deal means Atlas Air will no longer be public. Under the terms of the agreement, Atlas Air
shareholders will receive $102.50 per share, representing a 57% premium to the 30-day average trading price of Atlas
common stock through July 29. Partnering with Apollo on the investment are J.F. Lehman & Co. and Hill City
Capital. The buyout signifies a strong endorsement of future growth prospects for the air cargo industry.
Atlas Air has many aging aircraft and the Apollo-led group could help accelerate a fleet renewal. The airline
received one production 747-8 from Boeing in the second quarter and expects three more to be delivered this year, as
well as the first of four 777-200 freighters on order. It also is purchasing five existing 747-400s as their leases expire
this year, with three transactions still to go.
It provides outsourced freight transportation for large clients such as Amazon and DHL Express, as well as 3PLs
and individual retailers and manufacturers such as HP. It also has controlling interest in Polar Air Cargo. Other
services include short-term charters and aircraft leasing. A handful of aircraft are also engaged in passenger charter
operations for the U.S. government, airlines and other clients.
The transaction is expected to close in the fourth quarter or early 2023, subject to regulatory review and approval
by Atlas shareholders. The company will be delisted from the NASDAQ exchange. 
Reuters

Outtakes:
Spirit Airlines cancels the proposed $2.7B sale to Frontier Airlines after a no vote from shareholders. AvWeb
JetBlue outbids Frontier with $3.8B all cash for Spirit Airlines and shareholders approve. CNBC
U.S. Appeals Court upholds the FAA remote drone identification rule that enables them to be identified from the
ground will remain in place. Reuters
A new bill would extend powers to TSA to destroy or disable threatening drones at critical infrastructure, events
and prevent incursions by drones at airports.
Reuters
Delta Air Lines has partnered with Vero Beach Skyborne Airline Academy to train through commercial and
certified flight instructor ratings, a career pathway toward becoming a Delta first officer. Skyborne
Southwest drops expiration date on flight credits. First carrier to do so in the U.S. aeroxplorer.com
Qantas to increase connection times between flights so passengers can get their luggage. Skygofly.com
United Airlines placed cash deposit on the first 100 Piper electrified PA-28 Archers. AviationWeek
Joby Aviation signs a $45M contract for its electric eVTOL with the DoD Agility Prime program. JobyAviation
RCAF grounds Snowbirds for airworthiness assessment of CT-114 Tutor aircraft. Flightglobal
American Airlines announced plans to acquire up to 60 Boom Supersonic Overture airliners, overtaking United
Airlines as the biggest customer yet for the in-development Mach 1.7 transport. AviationWeek
DOD evaluating Booms’ Overture for special mission military roles under a partnership with Northrop Grumman.
AviationWeek

FAA has proposed a second barrier to the airline flight deck. The barrier would protect intrusion when the flight
deck door is open. FAA.gov
UAS Updates. Anyone can sign up for the FAA’s UAS E-mail updates by go to govdelivery.
AOPA ASI released an early analysis video of the midair collision at Watsonville Airport (KWVI) on 8/22/2022
between a Cessna 152 and a Cessna 340. ASI
FAA is evaluating unique laser-blocking eyewear developed by Air Force Research Lab. Fedscoop
Navigation errors at KTEB now a huge FAA concern. There is no room for error on the RUUDY6 SID due to
KEWR arrivals. Ainonline
The 2022-airshow & event schedules for your calendar:
NBAA - BACE Convention, Orlando, Oct 18 - 20 NBAA
NBAA NAS Jacksonville Air Show (KNIP), Oct 22 – 23
milavia.net
DeLand Aero Showcase (Formerly Sport Aviation Showcase) (KDED), Oct 21 - 22. FMI: AVweb
Nat'l Training Aircraft Symposium NTAS (DAB-ERAU), Oct 24 - 26 NTAS 2022
Lockheed Martin Space & Air Show (KSFB), Oct 29 - 30 milavia.net
AOPA Fly-In & Hangout (KVDF) Nov 4 – 5. AOPA hangouts
Blue Angels Homecoming Air Show (KNPA), Nov 11 - 12 milavia.net
Stuart Airshow (KSUA), Nov 11 - 13 icas.com
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Welcome New Members
Dan Clabaugh
Gary Peterson

“Say Again”
CAUTION: Aviation may be hazardous to your wealth.

“There I was”
This is an excerpt from a report made to the Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS).

Published monthly their
popular safety newsletter “Callback” written by pilots, controllers or aviation personnel and encourages reproduction
as lessons learned. To protect anonymity the narratives are cleansed.

Forgetting to fly the airplane is not a problem restricted to air carrier pilots using sophisticated auto-flight systems. In
the following reports, unexpected events distracted pilots from flying a BE35, a Mooney, and a C172 respectively.
I was on an IFR flight... when the cabin door opened about two inches, the passenger shoulder harness flew out, and
the buckle began banging against the rear window. I attempted to retrieve the harness and close the door. When I
turned back to the controls, the airplane was in an unusual attitude and 2,000 feet below the assigned altitude. I
recovered and proceeded to [destination] uneventfully. I learned a number of lessons, but most importantly, fly the
airplane first!
I departed on an IFR flight plan and was cleared on course to 6,000 feet (final altitude). I leveled at 6,000 feet, and
completed the post climb/cruise checklist when the Master Caution illuminated. The caution panel indicated a low
voltage alarm then the alarm cleared and the ammeter was normal. Approximately three minutes later, the symptoms
reappeared and remained. I was in visual conditions. I contacted ATC and advised that I needed to return to the
airport immediately. I decided to declare an emergency. ATC responded with a clearance from present position direct.
I turned the heading bug to the new heading ...and began the emergency checklist. At some point, I inadvertently
disengaged altitude hold and allowed the aircraft to descend to 5,000 feet. I didn't notice it until approach control
inquired about my altitude, then cleared me to maintain 5,000 feet. I was cleared for the VOR approach, which was
uneventful.
Basically, the reason for this report is that I failed to do what I drill into my students — fly the airplane... first, last,
and always. I was engrossed in the checklist and didn't notice altitude hold was no longer engaged until ATC
questioned me. I devoted undue attention to a (relatively) minor problem to the exclusion of commanding the flight.
We were on the Localizer 15 approach ...with an 800-foot ceiling. Approach control cleared us for the approach,
but did not hand us off to the tower. I became distracted trying to raise approach on the radio and then trying to call
the tower directly. I focused on the radio and forgot to monitor my altitude. My safety pilot finally pointed out that I
was at 400 feet (about 150 feet below the MDA) and descending rapidly. Fortunately, we had broken out of the clouds
and had the field in sight, so I immediately climbed to a safe altitude and completed the approach and landing. If there
hadn't been a second pilot aboard to monitor the approach, I might have flown a perfectly good airplane right into the
ground. I forgot a fundamental rule of instrument flying: first you aviate (you fly the airplane), then you navigate.
Only then do you try to communicate. I allowed myself to get distracted over something that was not important. I
should have either continued the approach, treating it as a "lost comm." situation, or better yet, asked the second pilot
to try to straighten out the handoff with approach. Not only did I become distracted, but I also failed to use all the
resources at my disposal. I hope I learned a lesson today because I'm lucky to be alive!
✈
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Accident Report
Accident reports are provided by the NTSB as an educational tool, intended to help pilots learn from the misfortunes of
others.

On January 25, 2017, about 1730CDT, a Cessna 172, N5639A, impacted trees and terrain during a forced
landing near Jay, Oklahoma, following an in-flight loss of engine power. The private pilot was fatally injured
and the airplane substantially damaged. Mexico Medical Missions owned the airplane and the pilot was on a
personal flight. Day VMC prevailed at the time of the accident and no flight plan filed. The flight departed
from a private airstrip near Jay, OK, and was destined for the Grove Municipal Airport (GMJ), Grove, OK.
According to fueling records from GMJ, the pilot purchased 9.56 gallons of 100LL avgas at 1019CDT on
January 24, 2017 the day before the accident.
A witness at the departure airstrip said the pilot intended to fly the airplane to GMJ.
He saw the pilot service both of the airplane's fuel tanks with fuel from fuel cans. He
saw the pilot taxi up and down the runway multiple times. The airplane subsequently
departed and the witness drove to GMJ to pick up the pilot. When the pilot did not
arrive, he reported the airplane as missing. The emergency locator transmitter signal
was detected and a helicopter pilot spotted the airplane inverted in a field near a tree
line less than a mile, east of the departure airstrip
The 61-year-old pilot held a private pilot certificate with ASEL rating. His FAA Class III medical
certificate that was issued on August 23, 2016, with no limitations. The pilot reported on his application for
his medical certificate that he accumulated 450 hours of total flight time with 1 hour in the 6 months
preceding his medical.
Observed airplane damage was consistent with impact with trees and inverted impact with terrain. The
propeller blades did not exhibit any chord wise abrasions or leading edge nicks, consistent with the engine
not producing power at the time of impact. The fuel system was intact except for a separated line near the left
fuel tank. About 6 gallons of a blue-colored liquid consistent with the smell and color of avgas was
recovered from the right fuel tank. About 2 gallons of liquid consistent with avgas was recovered from the
left fuel tank. Each fuel tank could hold 21 gallons of fuel, of which 2.5 gallons was unusable. There was
some liquid consistent with avgas found in the carburetor bowl and in the firewall-mounted strainer bowl.
All recovered fuel samples were tested for water contamination, and no water contamination was observed.
The fuel valve selector handle was found in the "right tank" position. However, no securing pin was
installed in the selector handle, and during post accident examination, pressurized air applied to the main fuel
line at the firewall was observed discharging from the left tank's fuel line, which showed the selector valve
fed the engine from the left tank. The engine operated normally during post-accident engine test runs. Based
on the evidence, it is likely that the engine was starved of fuel when the fuel selector handle did not move the
fuel selector valve to the desired position because the necessary securing pin was missing. The airplane's
most recent annual inspection was completed July 3, 2008 about 8.5 years before the accident. The lack of
routine maintenance on the airplane likely eliminated the necessary opportunities for the missing securing
pin to be corrected.
The NTSB determines the probable cause(s) of this accident to be:
The pilot's negligent maintenance of the airplane, which resulted in improper fuel management, fuel
starvation, and a loss of engine power during takeoff due to a missing securing pin in the fuel selector
handle, and a subsequent forced landing on unsuitable terrain.
✈
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Mystery Airplane
Can you identify this airplane?

First prize is bragging rights
Email your answer to email@mlbpilots.org

Congrats to members John Twitchell and Wes Yockey for identifying the August mystery airplane as the Cessna
195 Businessliner a general aviation aircraft that Cessna produced between 1947 and 1954. It was the replacement for
the pre-war Cessna 165 Airmaster produced during the 1930s. Now, 75 years later, the 195 is considered one of the
finest classics ever built.
The 195 was the first Cessna constructed entirely of aluminum and the only postwar radial-engined GA aircraft.
The 195 sister during production was the Cessna 190, which is essentially the same airplane with different
engine. The Cessna 190 came with a smaller Continental R-670 - 240hp radial engine, while the Cessna 195 came
with a 300hp Jacobs R-755 radial engine both with a two-blade constant-speed prop. The 42” diameter cowling was
necessary for the 7-cylinder round-engine required a larger fuselage compared than other Cessnas. For most,
differentiating between the 190 and 195 is difficult unless you are able to peek under the cowling at the engine.
The Jacobs radial acquired the nickname “Shaky Jake” because during
start, they tend to shake. As owners will say it is only during start and once
they all cylinders agree when to fire it smooths out. Others referred to the
Jacobs as “Leaky Jake” because all radials leak oil. It also uses about 2 quarts
per hour and has a huge 5-US-gallon oil tank mounted behind the instrument
panel. Placard for 2-gallons minimum for flight. Radials also require a
technician that has a good knowledge of radials. Not always easy to find given
the age of radials. The 195 however, is not too problematic because the engine
mount allows the engine to swing to the side for inspection and ease of maintenance.
The wing is of cantilever construction with electrically operated split-flaps that were increased 50% with the “B”
model. Fuselage construction is all-aluminum semi-monocoque structure. The conventional gear undercarriage is of
the spring-steel type and a tailwheel. There was also a separate baggage door. Wheel pants were available and skis,
as well. Approved are Edo 3430 floats, but require a triple tail mod, like the Lockheed Connie’s for yaw stability.
It is quite roomy with two rows of seats, two in the front row with ample space between and three seats on the
second row. It has one door on the right side behind the first row with a retracting step that swung out when the door
opens. The two yokes are mounted on a “Y” pedestal.
Owners say its cruise is about 135kts at 15gph or 16gph, if you are in a hurry. Its range is about 680nm, service
ceiling 18,300ft, fuel capacity 81gals, with 75gals usable. Gross weight 3,350lbs and 1,320lbs useful. In recent years,
an STC is available for a 350hp upgrade. It needs a minimum of 80-octane fuel, but there are mods available that
allow Mogas. The Jacobs radial has a TBO of 1200hrs.
Cessna built 1,180 in all variants including 190 for the military, from 1947 to 1954. In 1949, 15 were purchased by
the Air Force as the UC-126A, followed by the National Guard that purchased five and dubbed them LC-126Bs, in
1950, and in 1951, the US Army bought 3 LC-126Cs.
Unfortunately, when production deliveries began in 1947, Beech introduced the V-tail that was a faster retractable.
As of July 2017, there were 562 registered 195s in the US, about 20 in Canada, with a few in Brazil and the UK. 
Footnote: I had the pleasure of flying a friend’s Cessna 195. Many years ago. A solid airplane and fun to fly. I
remember it had only 10 of split-flaps. They don’t do much. Like all tail-draggers, it requires paying attention during
takeoff, landing and taxiing. Ground loops can be an embarrassing and expensive event. This one did not have the
crosswind gear.
Dick Peiffer
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NOTAMS
A free service to members. MAPA does not
endorse any product or service offered.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Your membership dues are for the calendar year. If your dues are overdue, membership will expire on March 1 please
make your check payable to "MAPA" and mail to MAPA, P.O. Box 702, Melbourne, FL 32902. DUES REMAIN
$15. You can also renew through Pay Pal. Go to the MAPA website (mlbpilots.org) and click renew/join via Pay Pal.
You do not have to belong to Pay Pal. If you change your mailing or email address during the year please notify the
Secretary by mail or email: email@mlbpilots.org . Thanks. mlbpilots.org
MEMBER PROFILE
Please keep your member profile up-to-date, particularly your email address. Send any change to
email@mlbpilots.org. Complete your name and any changes you need to make. We need your correct email address
and any other information you would like us to have. All information stays with us. Guaranteed!
Sale, Trade, Swap, Good Deals, Rentals, Services, Wanted, & Freebee Stuff
If you have NOTAMs of interest for the members, e-mail your items to email@mlbpilots.org. Please notify us when
your ad is no longer required.

FIT Aviation Maintenance Facility. We are expanding our capabilities and services.
FIT Aviation Maintenance Department is ready to assist all Piper Cherokee owners with the new proposed AD
mandating installation of inspection panels/doors in order to inspect wing spars for damage. Our Maintenance
Department has the experienced sheet metal staff, knowledge, and equipment to make your aircraft compliant in the
minimum time. We can also IRAN the exhaust tailpipe V-band coupling on turbocharged Bonanzas to comply with
that proposed AD. Please contact Travis Diets, Chief of Maintenance, (321)-674-6517.
Avionics: ADS-B. We have started to receive the first of the new Garmin ADS-B systems and have completed our
first installation. These systems come in a variety of configurations including ADS-B out only, ADS-B out/in both
options can either include a built in WAAS GPS or can take a GPS feed from a GNS430W or GTN series
navigator. The ADS-B in can be displayed on a GTN or on an iPad with an optional wireless connect adapter.
Bendix King KT74. A popular direct slide in replacement for the KT76 series transponder. We have had a few of
these out in the fleet paired with GNS-430Ws for a couple of years with perfect service records. Still the cheapest
ADS-B out solution if you already have a WAAS Navigator.
Stratus ESG finally released! Production numbers have been limited so availability is not yet assured, but we are
prepared to work with a customer who would like to install one of these devices. We're planning to install one in our
Citabria as soon as the units are more readily available and will have more operational data at that time.
New Dealer Status:
Genysis (S-Tec) Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Powerflow Systems Tuned Exhaust Dealer (These really work!)
Garmin Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Avidyne Authorized Service Center/Dealer
Aspen Avionics Authorized Service Center/Dealer

Shop Services:
Routine Inspections and Repairs
Pitot-Static/IFR/Xpder Certifications
Dynamic Prop Balancing
Sheet metal Fabrication and Repair
Corrosion Repair and paint touch up
Aircraft parts
MAPA members are welcome stop by. Travis Diets, Director of Maintenance, is available to answer your questions,
discuss your options or add you to the schedule: 321-674-6517
FIT Aviation fuel prices. MAPA members receive .25 cents per gallon fuel discount. This is full serve, at your
hangar (south side) or on FIT ramp. For the discount, members must show a current MAPA ID card. FIT Aviation
appreciates all our fuel customers!
FIT Aviation is looking for Piper Warriors and Archers to lease. Interested in a leaseback for you Archer or
Warrior contact the Operations Control Coordinator Margret Adamsheck, madamsheck@fit.edu or 321-674-6521
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Come fly our Cessna 182! Full IFR with a Garmin 530 and STEC-30
autopilot. Leather interior. Cruise 140-160 MPH. This is a stable, fun
flying aircraft. $100 per flight hour dry. Check us out at
www.aerovalkaria.com for more information on joining our club.

Valkaria Flyers Flying Club is looking for pilots who would like to
own part of an airplane and share in the fun of flying, traveling in your
airplane, partying and fibbing about your flying with other
pilots/owners. We have a 1963 Cherokee 180 with a new engine and
PowerFlow Exhaust (N7207W) based at Valkaria with ADS-B out,
Garmin G5 and a panel mount Garmin GPS 550 Aera with Traffic.
Check us out @ www.valkariaflyers.com and let’s go flying.

CFI Services, Flight Review or knock some rust off. Flat Rate Flight Review for MAPA Members. Contact info,
call/text 321-794-4309 e-mail, knbcfi@gmail.com
The Indian River Flying Club. Fly our Garmin 430 GPS equipped, MLB based C-172 for IFR training or local
sightseeing. Try our C-152 based in Valkaria for low cost training. Or, fly our PA-28, Archer with a Garmin 430 GPS
from MLB for local or long distance flights. Nominal deposit with reasonable monthly dues. Web www.fly-irfc.com
Modine Aviation: Need a Check Ride? CJ Modine is a local FAA Designated Pilot Examiner (DPE). Practical
tests administered at KMLB for Private, Instrument and Commercial ratings (ASEL and
AMEL). Will travel to any local airport if my schedule permits. Travel expenses
additional. Other Examiner services available including Military Pilot conversion,
Remote Pilot, Foreign Pilot conversion, Ground Instructor, Fight Instructor Renewal and
more. Flight Instructor services available for Flight Reviews, Instrument Proficiency
Checks, Transition Training, Insurance required training, local orientation flights for
visiting pilots and a whole lot more! First Responders, Military and current MAPA members get 10% off our already
great rates! Call (321) 604-2438 or visit www.modineaviation.com.

Wanted. CFII to provide training, checkout and assist in ferry a Comanche 250 from La Harpe, IL to MLB.
Insurance requires 750hrs total 150 retract and 10 in make and model.
Contact Troy 713-600-6262. fly.troysmith@gmail.com

Scott the Fly Guy, LLC. Scott the Fly Guy offers advanced flight training and reviews in your aircraft or in
my 1980 Mooney M20J, which is IFR Certified with G-530, autopilot, and HSI at affordable rates; e.g.,
Flight Reviews, Instrument Proficiency Checks, Complex checkouts, Commercial and CFI training,
Bahamas checkout, and Rusty Pilot back in the saddle training. Affordable rates. War stories free. Scott
Saunders Call or text 321-576-7076
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1401 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-3194
Email: info@mlbflight.com
Website: www.mlbflight.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-255-9155
Email: customercare@heckair.com
Website: www.heckair.com

1389 General Aviation Drive 32935
Phone: 321-345-9464
Email: support@fallonpilotshop.com
Website: www.fallonpilotshop.com

Melbourne Flight Training, Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance, and Fallon Pilot Shop partnered
together to provide the Space Coast a safe, affordable, and reliable flight training experience. Melbourne Flight
Training is open 7 days a week for training or renting. Melbourne Flight Training will provide you with the required
training and individual instruction to assist you in accomplishing all your Aviation Goals!
Services Include:
 Flight Training- Private-Instrument-Commercial-Multi-CFI-Flight Reviews-IPC-ATP
 Cirrus Transition Training- Rent our Cirrus SR20 G2 or Cirrus SR20 G6(Aug. 2020)
 Aircraft Rentals- Our rentals include fuel and an easy check out process.
 Aircraft Management - We offer leaseback opportunities and aircraft management services.
 Fly This Sim FM100 - Instrument Currency, Only $65/hour

Heck Air Aircraft Maintenance is a company dedicated to individualized service, quality, and honesty.
We offer full-service aircraft maintenance including, Airframe Inspections (Annual, 100 hour, 50 hour, etc.), Piston
Engine Repair, Magneto timing check, Spark plug cleaning and testing, Aircraft dry wash and wax, Logbook review,
and much more!

Fallon Pilot Shop is a one-stop shop for your aviation supplies and is conveniently located next to
Melbourne Flight Training. We offer a wide selection of the latest pilot training material, cockpit gear, aircraft parts and
consumables, and aviation novelty merchandise. We also offer many valuable “try before you buy” opportunities
including a headset demo program, try-on apparel, and much more. Follow us at @fallonpilotshop or stop by the shop
to see our latest sales and new product announcements. All MAPA Members get 5% off at the Pilot Shop!

.
FOR SALE - Kenos Sun Shields made for a SR20/22 Cirrus.
Like new in excellent condition with no rips or tears.
New $225. Asking $175 or best offer.
Jim Guida
517-214-6150
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MAPA has new caps. They are $10 each and will be available at all MAPA
sponsored events. email@mlbpilots.org

Garmin GPS MAP 696 with yoke mount, XM antenna, extra cigarette lighter plugin cord,
120-volt charger, updated operating software and more. Asking $1150.00.
Call CJ 321.604.2438

MAPA Officers
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Directors
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Dick Peiffer
Jim Schaub
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